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Abstract— A cloud storage system consist group of storage 

servers, through the internet it provides multiple services to 

the vendor.  The encrypted user’s data in cloud should be 

confidential and secured scheme. To protect confidentiality, 

supposed to designs encryption standard, but also limit the 

functionality of the storage scheme because a certain 

operations are continual over encrypted data. To construct a 

protected storage scheme that supports multiple purposes is 

tough when the storage scheme is distributed and has no 

centered authority. The distributed cloud storage scheme 

provides secure and robust data storage, retrieval and also 

permits a client store and retrieves data in the storage 

servers to another client. The aim is to reduce the time 

utilization to access the data to the vendor’s, forward the 

queries between the vendor’s and the storage server, because 

the machine based approach is used to integrates encrypting, 

encoding and forwarding the vendor’s data. The data are 

encrypted based on the machine capabilities through the 

ZIPF automation tool and it’s stored in the cloud using 

Generalization scheme. Bandwidth allocated to the data 

build from pattern classification, it improves the efficiency 

of the data storage. Queries are efficiently processed by 

Erasure code system, which automatically remove the query 

request stored in the queue buffer after getting the query 

response. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the wide deployment of cloud infrastructures, it has 

become popular to host services and big data in public 

clouds. This new paradigm is especially attractive for data 

intensive query and analysis services for its great scalability 

and significant cost savings. It is well known that 

maintaining and mining data incurs much higher cost than 

initial data acquisition. By moving data services to the 

cloud, data owners can cut costs in almost every aspect of 

managing and mining data. However, data privacy is still 

haunting data owners’ minds as the underlying infrastructure 

is out of their control. In particular, data owners may not be 

aware of information leakage, which can happen in all kinds 

of possibilities, if the cloud provider does not want to report 

the leakage. 

A straightforward method is to encrypt datasets 

before exporting them to the cloud. However, searchable 

encryption is very challenging, showing limited successes in 

some specific areas such as document search showed that it 

is possible to construct a public-key system for range query, 

which is one of the basic database queries. However, it 

requires a significant amount of storage and computational 

costs, only applicable to linear scan of the entire database. 

Database queries such as range and kNN queries normally 

demand fast processing time with the support of indexing 

structures. However, if not impossible, there is no efficient 

indexing structure developed for encrypted data yet, which 

renders the current encryption schemes unusable for search 

in large databases. 

We recently proposed the RAndom Space 

Perturbation (RASP) method for the protection of tabular 

data, which is secure under the assumption of limited 

adversarial knowledge, only the perturbed data and the data 

distributions are known by adversaries. This assumption is 

appropriate in the context of cloud computing. The RASP 

perturbation is a unique combination of Order Preserving 

Encryption (OPE), dimensionality expansion, noise 

injection, and random projection, which provides sufficient 

protection for the privacy of query services in the cloud. It 

has a number of unique features, such as preserving the 

topology of range query, non-deterministic results for 

duplicate records, and resilience to distributional attacks. 

We develop the secure half-space query transformation 

method that casts any enclosed range in the original space to 

an irregularly shaped range in the perturbed space. 

Therefore, we are able to use a two-stage range query 

processing method. An existing multidimensional index, 

such as R-tree in the perturbed space is used to find out the 

records in the bounding box of the irregularly shaped range, 

which is then filtered with the transformed query condition. 

This processing strategy is fast and secure under the security 

assumption.  

To allow the readers to fully appreciate the 

intuition and the ideas behind the RASP based perturbation 

and query processing, we propose this RASP Query 

Services (RASPQS) demonstration system. This system 

consists of the following major components: (1) the user 

interface for perturbation parameter generation that allows 

users to observe the details of RASP perturbation, (2) the 

visualization of the two-stage range query processing 

procedure to understand the transformed query ranges and 

the query results, (3) the visualization of the progressive 

steps in the kNN query processing that is based on RASP 

range query processing, and (4) the performance comparison 

on index-aided processing on non-encrypted data, linear-

scan query processing on encrypted data, and the RASP 

query processing. 

The purpose of low dimensional data is for easier 

visualization and visual validation. The data perturbation 

component allows the user to select one of the sample 

datasets. The perturbation parameters have to be generated 

according to the specific dataset, because the OPE 

parameters are dataset-specific and the size of matrix is 

subject to the dimensionality of the dataset. The perturbed 

data is sent to the server. The server then conducts 

multidimensional indexing on the perturbed data space. 

The query transformation method maps a linear half-space 

based range query to a quadratic surface query in the 

perturbed space. It is easier to understand this 
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transformation by visualization. Using the simplest two-

dimensional case for example, we can directly visualize the 

exact distribution of the original data. However, the 

perturbed data is in four-dimensional space, which has to 

depend on the multidimensional data visualization system 

VISTA. It illustrates a rectangle range on the original 

dataset and its hypothetical corresponding irregular range in 

the perturbed data space. In the final demonstration system, 

we will highlight the records enclosed by the range instead. 

For each query, we will show the complete set of 

transformed conditions, the enclosed records in the 

perturbed space, and the bounding box that contains the 

irregularly shaped range for index-aided processing. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Order Preserving Encryption for Numeric Data: 

Encryption is a well-established technology for protecting 

sensitive data. However, once encrypted, data can no longer 

be easily queried aside from exact matches and order-

preserving encryption[2] scheme for numeric data that 

allows any comparison operation to be directly applied on 

encrypted data. Query results produced are sound and 

complete .Our scheme handles updates gracefully and new 

values can be added without requiring changes in the 

encryption of other values. It allows standard database 

indexes to be built over encrypted tables and can easily be 

integrated with existing database systems . 

The proposed scheme has been designed to be 

deployed in application environments in which the intruder 

can get access to the encrypted database, but does not have 

prior domain information such as the distribution of values 

and cannot encrypt or decrypt arbitrary values of his choice. 

The encryption is robust against estimation of the true value 

in such environments. Database systems typically offer 

access control as the means to restrict access to sensitive 

data. This mechanism protects the privacy of sensitive 

information provided data is accessed using the intended 

database system interfaces. However, access control, while 

important and necessary, is often insufficient. 

B. Above The Clouds: A Berkeley View of Cloud 

Computing: 

Cloud Computing, the long-held dream of computing as a 

utility, has the potential to transform a large part of the IT 

industry, making software even more attractive as a service 

and shaping the way IT hardware is designed and purchased. 

Developers with innovative ideas for new Internet services 

no longer require the large capital outlays in hardware to 

deploy their service or the human expense to operate it. 

They need not be concerned about over provisioning for a 

service whose popularity does not meet their predictions, 

thus wasting costly resources, or under provisioning for one 

that becomes wildly popular, thus missing potential 

customers and revenue.  

Cloud Computing refers to both the applications 

delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and 

systems software in the data centers that provide those 

services. The services themselves have long been referred to 

as Software as a Service (SaaS). The data center hardware 

and software is what we will call a Cloud. When a Cloud is 

made available in a pay-as-you-go manner to the general 

public, we call it a Public Cloud; the service being sold is 

Utility Computing. We use the term Private Cloud to refer to 

internal data centers of a business or other organization, not 

made available to the general public. Thus, Cloud 

Computing is the sum of SaaS and Utility Computing, but 

does not include Private Clouds. People can be users or 

providers of SaaS, or users or providers of Utility 

Computing. We focus on SaaS Providers (Cloud Users) and 

Cloud Providers, which have received less attention than 

SaaS Users [3].            

C. Security Modeling and Analysis: 

Computer security, as a field is the study of how to make 

computer systems resistant to misuse. Some areas of 

computer security have established technical frameworks, 

such as access control, network security, and malware 

detection. However, those new to the area might see 

computer security research as a disorganized collection of 

disconnected efforts. Many conference papers point out a 

flaw in some system or design, suggest what might seem 

like an ad hoc repair, and wrap up without showing 

conclusively that the repaired systems free of further flaws. 

In addition, it’s often unclear how to use one such point 

solution to solve similar problems in other systems. To 

make ongoing research more effective, results should be 

stated in a uniform conceptual framework with precise 

definitions. This allows progressive case studies to improve 

scientific and systematic engineering methods while solving 

specific practical problems.  

A security model [4] is secure if the system design 

achieves the desired properties against the chosen threat 

model. A system model might consist of a set of traces or 

some other set of possible behaviors. Some traces might 

occur only through actions intended by the system 

designers, and others might occur when attackers perform 

actions that aren’t expected. In some cases, the desired 

properties might be trace properties for every trace, the 

security properties either hold or fail. Such a system is 

secure if no trace that could arise as the result of intended or 

attacker actions causes any of the desired security properties 

to fail. Thus, no definition of security exists apart from the 

security model. Unless we know how a system behaves, 

what attackers might do, and which security properties are 

intended, we can’t determine whether the system is secure. 

D. An Efficient and Privacy-Preserving Semantic Multi-

Keyword Ranked Search over Encrypted Cloud Data: 

Advantage of cloud computing, more and more data owners 

centralize their sensitive data into the cloud.  With  a  mass  

of  data  files  stored  in  the  cloud  server,  it  is important  

to  provide  keyword  based  search  service  to  data  user.  

However,  in  order  to protect the data privacy, sensitive 

data is usually encrypted before outsourced to the cloud 

server,  which  makes  the  search  technologies  on  

plaintext  unusable. Propose a semantic multi-keyword 

ranked search scheme over the encrypted cloud data, which 

simultaneously meets a set of strict privacy requirements.  

Firstly,  we  utilize  the “Latent  Semantic  Analysis”  to  

reveal  relationship  between  terms  and  documents.  The 

latent  semantic  analysis  takes  advantage  of  implicit  

higher-order  structure  in  the association  of  terms  with  

documents and  adopts  a reduced-dimension vector space to 

represent words and documents. Thus, the relationship 

between terms is automatically captured. Secondly, our 
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scheme employ secure “k-nearest neighbor (k-NN)” to 

achieve secure search functionality.  The  proposed  scheme  

could return  not  only  the  exact  matching  files,  but  also  

the  files  including  the  terms  latent semantically  

associated  to  the  query  keyword.  Finally, the 

experimental result demonstrates that our method is better 

than the original MRSE scheme. 

The  problem  of  multi-keyword  latent  semantic  

ranked search  over  encrypted  cloud  data and retrieve the  

most relevant  files. We  define  a  new scheme  named  

Latent  Semantic  Analysis  (LSA)-based  multi-keyword  

ranked  search which supports multi-keyword latent 

semantic ranked search. By using LSA, the proposed 

scheme  could  return  not  only  the  exact  matching  files,  

but  also  the  files  including  the terms latent semantically 

associated to the query keyword. For example, when the 

user inputs the keyword “automobile” to search files, the 

proposed method returns not only the files containing  

“automobile”, but also the files including the term  “car”  

We take a large matrix of term-document association data 

and construct a semantic space wherein terms and 

documents are closely associated are placed near one 

another. 

A  multi-keyword  ranked  search  scheme [6]  over  

encrypted  cloud  data  is proposed,  which  meanwhile  

supports  latent  semantic  search.  We use the vectors 

consisting of TF values as indexes to documents. These 

vectors constitute a matrix, from which we analyze the 

latent semantic association between terms and documents by 

LSA. Taking  security  and  privacy  into  consideration,  we  

employ  a  secure  splitting  k-NN technique to  encrypt  the 

index and the queried vector, so that we can obtain the 

accurate ranked  results  and  protect the confidence  of  the  

data  well.  The  proposed  scheme  could return  not  only  

the  exact  matching  files,  but  also  the  files  including  the  

terms  latent semantically associated to the query keyword. 

E. Geometric Data Perturbation for Privacypreserving 

Outsourced Data Mining: 

Data perturbation is a popular technique in privacy-

preserving data mining. A major challenge in data 

perturbation is to balance privacy protection and data utility, 

which are normally considered as a pair of conflicting 

factors. We argue that selectively preserving the task model 

specific information in perturbation will help achieve better 

privacy guarantee and better data utility. One type of such 

information is the multidimensional geometric information, 

which is implicitly utilized by many data mining models. To 

preserve this information in data perturbation, we propose 

the Geometric Data Perturbation (GDP)[9] method.  

First, shows that several types of well-known data 

mining models will deliver a comparable level of model 

quality over the geometrically perturbed dataset as over the 

original dataset. Second, we discuss the intuition behind the 

GDP method and compare it with other multidimensional 

perturbation methods such as random projection 

perturbation. Third, we propose a multi-column privacy 

evaluation framework for evaluating the effectiveness of 

geometric data perturbation with respect to different level of 

attacks. Finally, we use this evaluation framework to study a 

few attacks to geometrically perturbed datasets. Our 

experimental study also shows that geometric data 

perturbation can not only provide satisfactory privacy 

guarantee but also preserve modeling accuracy well. 

A data perturbation procedure can be simply 

described as follows. Before the data owners publish their 

data, they change the data in certain way to disguise the 

sensitive information while preserving the particular data 

property that is critical for building meaningful data mining 

models. Perturbation techniques have to handle the intrinsic 

tradeoff between preserving data privacy and preserving 

data utility, as perturbing data usually reduces data utility. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The Random Space Perturbation (RASP) [7] approach to 

constructing practical range query and k-nearest-neighbor 

(kNN) query services in the cloud. The approach will 

address all the four aspects of the CPEL criteria and aim to 

achieve a good balance on them. The basic idea is to 

randomly transform the multidimensional datasets with a 

combination of order preserving encryption, dimensionality 

expansion, random noise injection, and random project, so 

that the utility for processing range queries is preserved. The 

RASP perturbation is designed in such a way that the 

queried ranges are securely transformed into polyhedra in 

the RASP-perturbed data space, which can be efficiently 

processed with the support of indexing structures in the 

perturbed space. With the wide deployment of public cloud 

computing infrastructures, using clouds to host data query 

services has become an appealing solution for the 

advantages on scalability and cost-saving. However, some 

data might be sensitive that the data owner does not want to 

move to the cloud unless the data confidentiality and query 

privacy are guaranteed. On the other hand, a secured query 

service should still provide efficient query processing and 

significantly reduce the in-house workload to fully realize 

the benefits of cloud computing. 

A. Disadvantages: 

 Adversaries, such as curious service providers, can 

possibly make a copy of the database or eaves drop 

users’ queries, which will be difficult to detect and 

prevent in the cloud infrastructures. 

B. Problem Statement: 

 With the wide deployment of public cloud 

computing infrastructures, using clouds to host 

data query services has become an appealing 

solution for the advantages on scalability and 

cost-saving.  

 However, some data might be sensitive that the 

data owner does not want to move to the cloud 

unless the data confidentiality and query 

privacy are guaranteed.  

 On the other hand, a secured query service 

should still provide efficient query processing 

and significantly reduce the in-house workload 

to fully realize the benefits of cloud 

computing.  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The encrypted user’s data in cloud should be confidential 

and secured scheme. To protect confidentiality, suppose to 

designs encryption standard, but also limit the functionality 
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of the storage scheme because a certain operations are 

continual over encrypted data. To construct a protected 

storage scheme that supports multiple purposes is tough 

when the storage scheme is distributed and has no centered 

authority. The distributed cloud storage scheme provides 

secure and robust data storage, retrieval and also permits a 

client store and retrieves data in the storage servers to 

another client.  

The aim is to reduce the time utilization to access 

the data to the vendor’s, forward the queries between the 

vendor’s and the storage server, because the machine based 

approach is used to integrates encrypting, encoding and 

forwarding the vendor’s data. The data are encrypted based 

on the machine capabilities through the ZIPF automation 

tool and it’s stored in the cloud using Generalization 

scheme. Bandwidth allocated to the data build from pattern 

classification, it improves the efficiency of the data storage. 

Queries are efficiently processed by Erasure code system, 

which automatically remove the query request stored in the 

queue buffer after getting the query response. 

 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

A. Modules: 

 User Module 

 Data Perturbation 

 Admin Module 

 Range Query Transformation and Processing 

 Preserving Query Privacy 

1) User Module  

In this module, Users are having authentication and security 

to access the detail which is presented in the cloud system. 

Before accessing or searching the details user should have 

the account in that otherwise they should register first. 

2) Data Perturbation 

 Data perturbation component allows the user to select one 

of the sample datasets. The perturbation parameters have to 

be generated according to the specific dataset, because the 

OPE parameters are dataset-specific and the size of matrix is 

subject to the dimensionality of the dataset. The perturbed 

data is sent to the server. The server then conducts 

multidimensional indexing on the perturbed data space. 

3) Admin Module 

Admin activated the registered user, and then only the user 

login to the cloud system, also admin has a privilege to 

delete the user in the system. This module is used to help the 

server to view details and upload files with the security. The 

admin can change the password after the login and view the 

user downloading details and the counting of file request 

details on flowchart. The admin can upload the file after the 

conversion. This module is used to help the server to encrypt 

the document using ZIPF tool. 

4) Range Query Transformation and Processing 

Query transformation and processing method is the key of 

RASP query processing. We develop an interactive visual 

interface to help users understand and the ideas behind the 

method. The query transformation method maps a linear 

half-space based range query to a quadratic surface query in 

the perturbed space. It is easier to understand this 

transformation by visualization. 

5) Preserving Query Privacy  

Private information retrieval (PIR) tries to fully preserve the 

privacy of access pattern, while the data may not be 

encrypted. It is different from our setting of high throughput 

range query processing, addresses the query privacy 

problem and requires the authorized query users, the data 

owner, and the cloud to collaboratively process kNN 

queries. KNN quires are processed by Erasable code system, 

it automatically delete the space in the queue buffer after 

processing the query request .Queue buffer temporarily store 

the query request. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The data are encrypted based on the machine capabilities 

through the ZIPF automation tool and it’s stored in the cloud 

using Generalization scheme. Bandwidth allocated to the 

data build from pattern classification, it improves the 

efficiency of the data storage. Queries are efficiently 

processed by Erasure code system, which automatically 

remove the query request stored in the queue buffer after 

getting the query response. Our secure distributed 

networked storage system constructed by the secure 

decentralized erasure code is decentralized, robust, private, 

and with low storage cost. 
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